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Numerous free or open source variant annotation tools are 
available today to extract, annotate and analyse the many 
genomes and their identified variants coming from next 
generation sequencing methods. 

There are many different types of information available for 
annotation of variants with the end goal to use that anno-
tation to define the effect and changes in phenotype that 
are likely to be caused by the variant. Various information 
resources can act as a backend database for the annotation 
tools used within an annotation pipeline where the input file 
with an undefined collection of variants becomes directly 
associated with the annotation details (Figure 1).

The value derived from the annotation is directly related to the 
information resource selected for annotation. Cited in more 
than 5,000 scientific articles, HGMD is the industry leading 
database for published, inherited disease mutations.

In this technical note we identify a subset of popular variant 
annotation tools that are able to work with HGMD data and 
provide a step-by-step guide for the use of HGMD data by 
three of the tools: ANNOVAR, snpEff and VariantAnnotation 
– a Bioconductor package.

Tool Code source Annotation format 
supported

HGMD use 
described in 
this application 
note

ANNOVAR* Perl GFF3, VCF Yes

snpEff Java TXT, BED,  
BigBed, VCF, GFF

Yes

Variant 
Annotation 
(Bioconductor 
package)

R VCF Yes

AnnTools Python, 
MySQL for 
data storage

BED No

CHAoS Perl BED, WIG No

vcfanno go BED, BAM, VCF No

seqminer R VCF, BCF, METAL No

*ANNOVAR is free for academic use only. Commercial use requires a license from QIAGEN.

Figure 1. Variant annotation pipeline
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Open source variant annotation tools
A selection of popular free or open source variant annota-
tion tools are described in Table 1.

HGMD as an annotation resource
HGMD is a comprehensive database of published inherited 
disease mutations. Trained genetics experts read the pub-
lished literature and extract information about germline muta-
tions that have been shown to be associated with a specific 
disease or phenotype. The database is updated quarterly to 
ensure that the latest and most relevant information is avail-
able. As of the September 2016.3 release HGMD contained 
information for more than 192,000 mutations.

HGMD data is available by subscription for download in 
multiple formats supporting variant annotation including 
BED, GFF and VCF formats. Both hg19 and hg38 reference 
genomes are supported. 
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VCF format

GFF3 format

BED format

Step-by-step data analysis
Here we demonstrate the steps required to annotate an input 
sample with HGMD mutation data for three variant analysis 
tools: ANNOVAR, snpEff and VariantAnnotation.

The dataset used for the analysis is the breast cancer (pri-
mary ductal carcinoma TNM stage IIA, grade 3) HCC1187 
cell line sample from the Complete Genomics public cancer 
data set (R. Drmanac et al, Science 327(5961), 78). 

ANNOVAR

Step 1: Convert the input VCF file to ANNOVAR’s specific 
file format using the accessory perl script convert2annovar.
pl. In this example, HG00731-200-37-ASM.vcf is the input 
file and cgexample is the name appended to the converted 
output file

$ perl convert2annovar.pl 
-format vcf4 vcfBeta-HG00731-
200-37-ASM.vcf -allsample 
-outfile cgexample
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Step 2: Annotate the converted VCF file (named cgex-
ample.HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput in this example) 
with HGMD annotations using the annotate.variation.
pl script. The VCF formatted HGMD file (named HGMD_
PRO_2016.1_hg19.vcf in this example) is used as the 
database file. In this example it is found in the humandb 
directory.

Step 3: Search the output file (named cgexample.HG00731-
200-37-ASM.avinput.hg19_vcf_dropped in this example) 
for annotated variants in the gene of your choice. In this 
example we have chosen to use BRCA1 since the sample 
data is taken from a breast cancer cell line.

$ perl annotate_variation.pl -infoasscore -buildver hg19 -fil-
ter -dbtype vcf -vcfdbfile HGMD_PRO_2016.1_hg19.vcf cgexample.
HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput humandb/

$ egrep -w “hgnc=BRCA1” cgexample.HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput.
hg19_vcf_dropped
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Alternatively you can use HGMD gff file as the database file.

Step 1: Convert the input VCF file to ANNOVAR’s specific 
file format using the accessory perl script convert2annovar.
pl (as shown previously)

Step 2: Annotate the converted VCF file (named cgexam-
ple.HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput in this example) with 
HGMD annotations using the annotate.variation.pl script.  
The GFF3 formatted HGMD file (named hgmd-hg19.gff in 
this example) is used as the database file. In this example it 
is found in the hgmdgff directory

$ perl annotate_variation.pl -regionanno -dbtype gff3 -gff3d-
bfile /hgmd-hg19.gff cgexample.HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput 
--gff3attr -buildver hg19 hgmdgff

Step 3: Search the output file (named cgexample.HG00731-
200-37-ASM.avinput.hg19_gff3 in this example) for anno-
tated variants in the gene of your choice. In this example we 
have chosen to use BRCA1 since the sample data is taken 
from a breast cancer cell line

$ egrep -w “hgnc=BRCA1” cgexample.HG00731-200-37-ASM.avinput.
hg19_gff3
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snpEff
Step1: Download the appropriate reference genome. In this 
example we are using the hg19 reference genome

$ java -jar snpEff.jar download -v GRch37.75
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Step 2: Annotate the input VCF file with HGMD annotations 
using the – interval option in snpEff to accept the HGMD 
file as an annotation file. In this example sample-hg00731.
vcf is the input file. The BED formatted HGMD file, named 
hgmd-hg19.bed in this example, is used as the database file

Input:

Output:

Alternatively, the VCF formatted HGMD file, named HGMD_
PRO_2016.1_hg19.vf in this example, can be used as the 
database file

$ java -Xmx4g -jar snpEff.jar -v -interval hgmd-hg19.bed 
GRCh37.75 sample-hg00731.vcf

$ java -Xmx4g -jar snpEff.jar -v -interval HGMD_PRO_2016.1_
hg19.vcf GRCh37.75 sample-hg00731.vcf
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Input:

Output:

Variant Annotation – a Bioconductor  
package
Step1: Install the VariantAnnotation package from 
Bioconductor

> library (‘VariantAnnotation’)
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Step 2:  Upload the input vcf file using the “readVcf” func-
tion. In this example sample-hg00731.vcf is the input file

Step 3: Upload the HGMD annotations using the “read-
Vcf” function. The VCF formatted HGMD file (named 
HGMD_PRO_2016.1_hg19.vcf in this example) is used as 
the database file

Step 4: Optionally filter the HGMD annotations by their 
location within or relative to a gene using the locateVariants 
function and the UCSC HG19 genomic coordinates pack-
age specified as txdb. Regions are specified in the region 
argument and can be one of the following: CodingVariants, 
IntronVariants, FiveUTRVariants, ThreeUTRVariants, 

> vcf <- readVcf(“D:/sample-hg00731.vcf”, “hg19”)

> hgmd <- readVcf(“D:/HGMD_PRO_2016.1_hg19.vcf”, “hg19”)
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And an example specifying variants located within promoter regions

Step 5: Annotate the input VCF file with HGMD annotations 
using the subsetByOverlaps function. In this example, vcf is 
the previously uploaded input file and hgmd is the previ-
ously uploaded HGMD annotations 

IntergenicVariants, SpliceSiteVariants or PromoterVariants. 
Here we show an example specifying variants located 
within coding regions

> loc <- locateVariants(rowRanges(hgmd), txdb, CodingVariants())

> loc <- locateVariants(rowRanges(hgmd), txdb, PromoterVariants())

> out <- subsetByOverlaps(hgmd,vcf)
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> info(out)

> rowRanges(out)

Step 6: View the output. Use the info(out) command to view 
the HGMD annotations

Use the rowRanges(out) command to show the genomic 
coordinate information for the mutations



Obtaining access to HGMD
For more information, or to obtain a quote for a license to 
HGMD data for use in any of the tools profiled in this techni-
cal note, contact bioinformaticssales@qiagen.com. 
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